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Session 6 Teacher’s Notes
Organisation of Investigation Activities
In this session the children are required to investigate rainbows to find out how a pair of
rainbows could have been seen on the curtain by the witnesses. There are 2 parts to the
investigation: 1. Using secondary sources (websites and/or age appropriate non-fiction
books on light) to research facts on rainbows; 2. First-hand investigation of rainbows
produced by prisms, bubbles and CDs. It is unlikely that you will have time for children to do
all of this so you could ask everyone to begin with the research and then move on to the
practical tasks when they have finished. It is suggested that you ask Year 3s to find 3 facts
and Year 4s to find 4 facts. Alternatively you could divide the children between the research
and the practical tasks and then swap round half way through. This will work well if you
have limited access to the books or computers.
Setting up the 3 Practical Tasks
The easiest way to do this is to set up 3 zones (tables); one for each task. Lay out the
equipment and the activity sheet ready.





Bubble blowing – A few bowls of water with some drops of washing up liquid added
a box of straws, some magnifiers and one or two torches –have a box or bin nearby
to drop used straws in and remind children not to share straws. It is a good idea to
laminate the activity sheet on this table so it doesn’t get wet.
CDs – A few old CDs, magnifiers and torches.
Prisms – Use hanging prisms if possible that you can string up near a window, folded
sheets of A3 card to help detect rainbows. If there is no sunshine, supply bright
torches.

Solving the Crime
Towards the end of the session the teams will meet together to solve the crime. They may
need some prompting on this in the form of subtle questioning to lead them to make the
necessary jumps in understanding. Watch the plenary PowerPoint ahead of the session so
you know what happened. The main points to help them establish are





Sue had the pen and the pad of yellow sticky notes in her pocket that were used to
write the coded message.
The cushion is probably the CU mentioned in the note. Its shadow has large pointy
corners and a cushion was found with the zip slightly open.
The diamond earrings would have acted as prisms with the bright lantern behind
Maggie left the stage and went to the wings on the right with the earrings looking
for a better hiding place. She had scissors and red thread in her pocket. Greg saw
the curtain moving and thought she had caught her wheel on the curtain – but she
was cutting the thread to make a little hole in the hem so she could drop the
earrings inside.

If necessary help them solve the crime by:




Suggesting they read the witness statements again for more clues
Look at the photograph of what the suspects had in their pockets
Prompt with questions or conversation starters like “I wonder why Maggie…?” or
“It’s strange that Sue …”

Assessment
The Quiz PowerPoint will give you the opportunity to assess children’s knowledge and
understanding of the learning throughout this block. If you wish to use it as an assessment
activity, give the children individual quiz sheets and ask them not to discuss their answers
with one another. It is suggested that each question is read aloud including the choices of
answer since the assessment is of the child’s scientific knowledge and not their reading
ability. If you do not wish the quiz to form part of an assessment, the children could
participate in pairs or even in investigation teams to stimulate discussion around the
questions and answers. If this is the case, give out one answer sheet per pair or team. At the
end of the quiz, collect the papers in to mark later if you are doing an assessment (an
answer sheet is provided in the session resources), but if not, show the answers PowerPoint
so children can mark their own or swap and mark – this will help to reinforce the learning of
the block.

Police Evidence: Contents of the suspect’s pockets when they were searched after the robbery
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I can research using secondary sources

Name:

How are Rainbows Made?
Use non-fiction books and websites to research this question
Here are some useful
websites to try

http://www.planet-science.com/categories/under-11s/ourworld/2010/12/all-the-colours-of-the-rainbow.aspx
http://discoverykids.com/articles/how-do-rainbows-form/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mGY9jV11FuU
Write down the facts you discover

I can investigate rainbows using CDs, bubbles and prisms
Write your observations in the box below

I can investigate rainbows
Bubble Bowl Activity
You will need: a plastic bowl containing water and a little washing up liquid, a
drinking straw, a magnifying lens, sunshine or a bright torch

Blow air into the water to make bubbles. Look at them closely. What can you see
on the surface of the bubbles? If possible look at them in bright sunshine or if
it’s not sunny, try shining a bright torch on them (be sure to keep the torch
dry). Try using a magnifying lens to look at the surface of the bubbles more
closely. Tilt the magnifier one way and then another. What do you see? How
does one colour change into another? What happens without the sunshine or the
bright torch? Why might this be?

Write your observations on your task sheet.

I can investigate rainbows

Compact Disc Activity
You will need: an old CD, a torch and a magnifying lens
Turn your CD over to look at the shiny side. What can you see? Try tilting it one
way and another and notice what happens. Look at it through a magnifying lens.
Try taking it into a brightly lit space and a darker space to see what effect this
has. What happens when you shine the torch on it? Now try tilting it and notice
the effect. What makes the colours show up most strongly? Why might this be?
Can you see all 7 colours of the rainbow? How does one colour change into
another?

Write your observations on your task sheet.

I can investigate rainbows
Prism Activity
You will need: Some hanging prisms or other Perspex prisms, some A3 sheets
of folded white card and some sunshine or a bright torch

Look at the sunlight on your prisms. What do you notice? Try holding your
folded card up close to your prisms (but not between the prisms and the
sunshine). Can you see any rainbows on it? Why might this be? If you do not
have any sunshine, try shining a bright torch instead.

Write your observations on your task sheet.

Investigators’ Names:
Solving the Crime
Put together all the evidence to help you answer these questions to solve the crime. You
may need to reread all the witness statements and don’t forget to take a look at what
the suspects had in their pockets.
Who removed the fuse?
What evidence do you have?

Who came onto the stage in the
dark and stole the earrings?
What evidence do you have?

It is likely this person came off the stage on the right and possibly collected the stolen fuse
Who shone the torch from the
right, then walked onto the stage
and hid the earrings and the fuse?
What evidence do you have?

Where were the earrings first
hidden?
What evidence do you have?

What caused the rainbows to be
seen?
What evidence do you have?

It is almost certain that the earrings were moved at this point from their first hiding place to a
new one (where the thief knew they would be harder to find). They are probably still hidden
there right now!
Who moved the earrings to a new
hiding place?
What evidence do you have?

Where are the earrings hidden
now?
What evidence do you have?

Name or Team………………………………………………………
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